
 

 

Business Overview of PRODML 
 

 

This document introduces the PRODML™ family of standards and provides an overview of what they are for 
and how and why they were developed.  

What is PRODML? 

The software applications used to support production workflows are available from multiple vendors. 
However, they cannot be integrated easily because they typically have their own data structures and 
incompatible designs. This leads to high cost of integration, a proliferation of point to point links, high cost of 
maintenance and poor flexibility to cope with change.  

PRODML is the name of an industry initiative to provide standard interfaces between software tools used to 
monitor, manage and optimize hydrocarbon production. It is also the name of the family of web services and 
data exchange standards that the initiative has created. 

The purpose of PRODML is to increase innovation in the composition of optimization solutions for production 
systems while reducing cost and risk. This translates into enabling the development of plug compatible 
software by energy sector vendors as well as energy companies. The PRODML standards form a framework 
within which energy companies can configure processes related to operations, optimization, reporting, and/or 
information management.  

 

The PRODML standards are managed by energy companies and vendors participating in the PRODML 
Special Interest Group (SIG) that is facilitated by the Energistics consortium. 

PRODML enables the vision of 
Digital Oil Fields of the Future 

PRODML reduces the lifetime 
cost of  information exchange 

in the Energy industry. 

PRODML standards are key 
components in today's IT 
Enterprise Architectures 

PRODML schemas 
standardize information 

exchange 



 

PRODML supports workflows for Production Operations and Optimization 

PRODML focuses on production workflows from the reservoir-wellbore boundary to the custody transfer 
point, and on production optimization decisions that can be effected within a day. It supports activities that 
include (but is not limited to): 

 Optimizing wells and asset production; 

 Monitoring wells and facilities for production, integrity and reliability; 

 Transferring production reports in a standard format to regulators, partners and internally within the 

company; 

It supports workflows that involve:  

 The use of data from historians to drive technical applications 

 The use of models to infer data that is not measurable or not measured 

 The use of automated time-series data analysis and modeling, including forecasting  

 Exception based workflows based on alarms and targets  

PRODML includes standard Data Objects 

PRODML includes standardized objects for: 

 DTS Measurements 

 Fluid Analyses 

 Fluid Samples 

 Flow Networks 

 Production Operations Reports 

 Production Reports 

 Historian Data 

 Well Tests 

 Wireline Formation Tests 

PRODML includes standard Web Service Definitions 

PRODML includes standardized web service definitions for: 

 Exchanging standard data objects 

 Managing information about the configuration of an Asset 

 Obtaining data from Models 

PRODML Standards create value 

Operators and vendors both benefit from PRODML standards. The former are assured of greater 
compatibility between vendor products, improving ‘plug-and-play’, or interchangeability of individual software 
components and reducing the cost of integration. The latter can more easily integrate their products into 
customer architectures reducing development and delivery costs. Ultimately the industry will benefit from 
improved standards that allow resource holders, operators, customers and regulators to share production 
information more readily and more reliably. 

Adoption of PRODML standards by energy companies and support by vendor software: 

 Allows energy companies to leverage their investment in highly instrumented fields to enable new 

capabilities for automation and optimization that would otherwise be impossible or difficult to achieve. 

 Reduces the cost of information exchange between software within an operating company and 

between operating companies, partners, contractors, and regulatory authorities. 

 Reduces the cost of replacing/substituting software in order to benefit from improved functionality.     

  



 

What have PRODML standards been used for? 

PRODML standards are used within energy companies and in vendor products. 

PRODML in Commercial Software 

 Weatherford: Wireline Formation Testing: 2010 
Weatherford conducts wireline formation tests at the request of operating companies and delivers the 
test results back to the commissioning organization(s). This often involves the exchange of 
paper/PDF reports of results, and LAS files for the raw data, which are produced and/or handled 
manually. Individual recipients interpret and format the results to suit their own needs and 
conventions.  
To improve the accuracy of the exchange, reduce the time required to interpret and reformat data for 
entry into systems, and reduce the overall cycle time for the initiate-plan-conduct-analyze-optimize 
process, Weatherford asked the PRODML SIG to define a standardized exchange format for wireline 
formation tests. The new object is in use by Weatherford and will be part of the next PRODML 
release. 

 Tieto: Production Reporting 
The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate sponsored an initiative to develop a standard for reporting 
production for use in the Norwegian sector of the N. Sea. The resulting schema is part of the 
PRODML standards and is in active use in Statoil and in the Energy Components hydrocarbon 
accounting software from Tieto.  

Pilots 

 PDS Well Test Validation and Human workflows (2009) 

 Total: Well test validation (2008) 

 Pioneer: Interface to production database.(2008) 

 Shell: Reconcile Distributed Temperature Sensor data with historian data and store reconciled DTS 
(2007) 

 BP: Management and propagation of changes to from an authoritative network flow model (2007) 

 Conoco-Phillips: Production Reporting + Dynamic updating of the network flow model (2007) 

 Statoil : Zonal allocation with smart wells (2007) 

 Chevron: Water allocation (2007) 

 Chevron: Model validation (2007) 

 Statoil: Optimization of down hole control valves (2007) 

 Chevron: Water flood management (2007) 

 BP: Optimization of set points for artificial gas lifted wells (2007) 

ISO15926 and OPC UA are not Alternatives to PRODML 
Standards.  

The PRODML standards have unique applicability and can be used in conjunction with ISO15926 and OPC 
UA. The information models in PRODML can be constrained by the equipment types defined by ISO15926 
and OPC UA services can transport PRODML payloads.  

  



 

PRODML has extensive documentation 

The following documentation is available for PRODML: 

Document Audience 

 Business 
Decision 

Maker 

Technical 
Decision 

Maker 

Technical 
Implementer 

Business Overview of PRODML  
Provides a discussion of the business case and typical 
use-cases for PRODML. 

   

Technical Overview of PRODML (Usage Guide)  
Describes the structure of the PRODML standards and 
how they should be used. 

   

PRODML Object Usage Guides 
Describes how to use each of the PRODML objects 

   

PRODML Programmers Guide 
Describes how to use the PRODML service specifications. 

   

Data Specifications 
Specifies the data covered by PRODML operations in 
terms of schemas 

   

Service Specifications 
Specifies the web service contracts that are part of 
PRODML 

   

Glossary  
Defines terms used in the PRODML documentation 

   

 

The PRODML Standards are managed 

The PRODML SIG is comprised of energy companies and vendors and is facilitated by Energistics. 

Energistics

PRODML 
SIG

Energistics
Board

PRODML 
Advisory 

Team

oversees

manages

advises

collaborate

 



 

To ensure that the PRODML SIG is addressing topics of key interest to energy companies and vendors a 
PRODML advisory team – comprised of energy company and vendor representatives- provides strategic 
direction to the SIG. 

You can support the uptake of PRODML Standards 

The PRODML community encourages take-up of the PRODML standards in Energy Companies and in the 
Service Companies that supply software and services to them.  

Both are encouraged to: 

 Participate in the definition of information and models that should be exchanged through PRODML 
standards. 

 Prioritize their needs for new capabilities from the standards. 

 Include the requirement to support of PRODML standards in software tender requests. 

Energy companies are specifically encouraged to: 

 Adopt PRODML standards as part of their normal business practices and in joint ventures. 

 Implement infrastructure and systems based on the PRODML interfaces and schema specifications. 

Service companies are specifically encouraged to: 

 Develop capabilities in their commercial software products to publish or collect data via the defined 
PRODML interfaces and schema specifications. 

 Develop capabilities in their commercial software modeling products (reservoir, well and facility 
modeling software) to PRODML services. 

The PRODML initiative was started in 2005 

The PRODML initiative was started in the middle of 2005 by the following five oil companies and eight 
software suppliers. 

Sponsoring Oil 
Companies 

Production Software 
Companies 

Petroleum Industry 
Standards Organization 

BP Halliburton Energistics 

ChevronTexaco Invensys  

ExxonMobil OSISoft  

Shell Petroleum Experts  

Statoil Schlumberger  

 SenseIntellifield  

 TietoEnator  

 Weatherford  

During the following year pilot projects were executed that addressed different optimization workflows. In the 
fall of 2006 Version 1.0 of the standards was published. 

Version 1.0 was based on the widely used Energistics family of drilling standards, WITSML, that was first 
published in 2001. PRODML reused many of WITSML's data structures and interface operations. PRODML 
Version 1.0 was also based on an extension to WITSML developed in 2004 to support production reporting. It 
also adopted current best practices for interface definition as defined by IT industry organizations, such as 
WS-I and W3C.   

PRODML Version 1.1 was released in Feb 2009 and included enhancements derived from the experience of 
adapting PRODML Version 1.0 for use in six pilot implementations during 2007. 

After Version 1.1 the PRODML standards split into data and service specifications that could be released 



 

independently from each other. 

Version 2.0 of the Service Specifications was released in September 2009 and included new services to 
manage asset configuration information,  a universal data acquisition service, and a process data service for 
interacting with production models.. 

Version 1.2 of the Data Specifications was released in September 2009. 

PRODML is continuing to evolve 

Leaders and associates of the DOFF programs of the seven PRODML SIG energy companies met in early 
2009 to review the levels of support and progress of the PRODML Standards emerging from activities of 
Energistics and its PRODML SIG.  These meetings spawned activities to develop a roadmap for the future 
development of the PRODML standards with the intent of  

 Accelerating the adoption of PRODML Standards  

 Focusing the activities of the PRODML SIG on topics of key value to energy companies 

Four key critical work processes: Optimization, Monitoring, Reporting, and Configuration Management, and 
four corresponding high priority focus areas were prioritized for attention.  

1. Optimize free flowing and artificial lift wells; 

2. Monitor wells and production system for production and integrity; 

3. Transfer production reports in a consistent manner to regulators, partners and internally within the 

company; 

4. Manage configuration information in support of the other three work processes, including support for 

the receipt, validation, recording, viewing, and sharing of configuration information among all 

participating components. 

The resulting roadmap describes how PRODML Standards should provide support for these work processes, 
when PRODML Standards support for these work processes should become usable, and when PRODML-
enabled commercial vendor products should become available for deployment and adoption by energy 
companies and service companies. It is regularly reviewed so that it accurately reflects the current needs of 
the community. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Energistics™, POSC®, Epicentre®, WITSML™, PRODML™, Upstream Standards. Bottom Line Results.™, 
The Energy Standards Resource Centre™ and their logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
Energistics. Access, receipt, and/or use of these documents and all Energistics materials are generally 
available to the public and are specifically governed by the Energistics Product Licensing Agreement 
(http://www.energistics.org/posc/Product_License_Agreement.asp)  

This document was produced by 
Energistics and the PRODML SIG 

http://www.energistics.org/posc/Product_License_Agreement.asp
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